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The high-efficiency paste backfilling mining technology of solid waste in thick coal seam above 6 m is a complex system engineering, which involves mining, backfilling, supporting, subsidence, safety, and other aspects, so it is of great strategic significance to study the technology. In this paper, on the basis of comprehensive research methods such as laboratory experiments, theoretical analysis, computer programming, and other comprehensive research methods, aiming at the problems of low production capacity and high paste backfilling cost, taking the mining of No. 3 Coal Seam under buildings in Lu’an area as the research object, the stress distribution law of high-efficiency paste backfilling working face with solid waste in more than 6-meter-thick coal seam was carried out. The main achievements are as follows: On the basis of the theoretical establishment of the program method for the instability discriminant analysis of roof rock beam failure with the change of backfilling body unit strength with time, a numerical calculation model considering the change process of backfilling body strength is established. The stress distribution analysis of the E1302 working face before and during the mining process plays a guiding role in the actual production of the whole working face and roadway. The research results support the sustainable development of coal mining enterprises from technology, which has great economic, social, and environmental benefits, and can promote the industrialization of green mining high-tech in Shanxi Province and even the whole country and can promote the green mining technology progress of paste backfilling in coal mines in China, which is of great significance to the sustainable development of mining production and environmental construction.

1. Introduction

BP world energy statistical yearbook (2018) [1] points out that, in 2017, the proportion of coal in China’s energy structure dropped from 73.6% a decade ago and 62.0% in 2016 to 60.4% in 2017. However, coal is still the main energy source. However, for a long time, China’s coal resource mining has ignored the cost of resources and the environment, resulting in a low recovery rate of coal resources, high waste emissions, and serious environmental damage [2–4]. The key to the sustainable development of coal mining is to solve the contradiction between coal mining and environmental protection in the world [5–13]. Solid waste paste backfilling mining is an important part of green coal mining advocated by Academician Qian et al. [14–19], which can effectively solve the serious waste of resources, low recovery rate, and ecological and environmental damage caused by high-intensity mining [20, 21].

By the end of 2014, Gaohe coal mine had 271 million tons of coal reserves under buildings. The cost of roadway excavation, waste discharge, mine water treatment, and resource tax can be saved by backfilling mining technology, which is about 50 yuan/T. If the increased cost of backfilling is 80 yuan/T, the comprehensive increase of coal cost per ton is only 30 yuan/T. The backfilling output only accounts for 18% of the total output of the mine, resulting in an increase of only 5.4 yuan/T in the cost per ton of coal, but it will extend the service life of the mine by more than 25 years.

At present, some coal mines in China have carried out the industrial practice of high mining height and high-efficiency paste backfilling by canceling isolation class and solidification class, but the numerical simulation research on
the stress distribution law of paste backfilling face has not kept pace with the pace of production practice. For the high-efficiency paste filling of solid waste, it is necessary to study the rock control technology under the condition of two classes and one cycle of “mining filling” and even backfilling while mining, that is, to study the stress distribution law of high-efficiency paste backfilling working face in more than 6 m thick coal seam, so as to meet the needs of backfilling mining in high-yield and high-efficiency mines.

2. Project Overview

2.1. Model Building. In this paper, FLAC3D software [22, 23] is used to establish a three-dimensional numerical simulation model based on the geological conditions of Gaohe mine and the E1302 backfilling working face. The upper boundary of the model is the position of the main key layer calculated by theory, and the lower boundary is 50 m below the coal seam floor. The upper and lower height is 175 m, and the length and width of the model are 700 m * 500 m. Considering that abnormal pressure may occur in the working face when the working face advances to half of its length, 230 m of goaf is reserved in the south of E1302 backfilling working face, the coal pillar between the goaf and the cut hole in E1302 working face is 50 m, the advancing length of the working face is 390 m, and the distance between the stopping line and the boundary is 80 m. Considering the boundary effect and the influence of goaf, the E1302 ventilation roadway is 100 m away from the boundary, and the coal pillar between the E1302 ventilation roadway and E1302 intake roadway is 20 m. The length of the E1302 backfilling working face is 230 m, and the distance between the E1302 auxiliary transport roadway and E1302 transport roadway is 30 m, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Mechanical Parameters of Coal (Rock). The physical properties of surrounding rock in the model refer to the histogram of the roof and floor strata and the test report of coal (rock) mechanical properties of E1302 working face in Gaohe coal mine [2], and some mechanical parameters of coal (rock) are shown in Table 1.

Because the measured rock mechanical parameters are measured in a two-dimensional state, and the rock mass is in a three-dimensional state in the actual simulation, the mechanical parameters in the simulation need to be modified by inversion of the measured data and finally used as the simulation parameters.

2.3. Boundary Conditions and Constitutive Model. The displacement boundary conditions are selected for the front, back, left, right, and bottom of the model, and the stress boundary conditions are selected for the top of the model. The horizontal displacements of the left and right and the front and back boundaries are fixed, and the horizontal and vertical displacements of the lower boundary are fixed. In the upper part of the model, the dead weight of overlying strata is applied according to the uniform load. In this simulation, the buried depth of the coal body is 400 m, the stress boundary conditions are applied to the upper boundary of the unit body, and the original rock stress is applied to the model. In this simulation, the Moore Coulomb plastic model is adopted, and the initial equilibrium of the model is shown in Figure 2.

2.4. Simulation Steps. The actual construction process of the mine is as follows: first excavate E1303 ventilation roadway, E1302 intake roadway, and E1302 auxiliary transport roadway to serve the extraction of E1302 working face (i.e., the gob part of E1302 working face); after it is stable, excavate E1302 transport roadway (roadway name in the current figure) to serve E1303 working face (the current E1303 working face gob); after it is stable, the cut hole is excavated to serve E1302 backfilling working face; the interval between backfilling and mining is a cycle mode of two mining and one backfilling; the simulation steps are carried out according to the actual construction steps.

3. Numerical Simulation Optimization

3.1. Stress Distribution before Mining in E1302 Paste Backfilling Working Face. Because E1302 backfilling working has been affected by the mining during the previous working face before mining, and the goaf on both sides of the working face is asymmetric, which leads to the different-stress environment in different positions of the roadway before mining. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze and study the stress in different positions of the roadway. This section analyzes and studies the vertical stress of the cut hole, E1302 auxiliary transport roadway, and E1302 intake roadway before mining, and the research results are used to guide the production practice of working face.

3.1.1. Stress Distribution of Cut Hole before Mining in E1302 Paste Backfilling Working Face. Due to the different-stress environment on both sides of the E1302 backfilling and mining working face, the vertical stress distribution of different positions of the cut hole is shown in Figure 3.

The following can be seen from Figure 4:

(1) In the vicinity of the cut hole, the maximum vertical stress in the vertical direction of the auxiliary roadway side is mainly concentrated near the coal pillar side. With the increase of the distance from the cut hole, the maximum vertical stress gradually transfers to the working face side of the roadway, and the vertical stress of the coal body at the working face side is generally greater than that of the coal pillar side (excluding the plastic zone near the cut hole).

(2) It can be seen from the cross section of the auxiliary haulage roadway within the scope of 0 m~20 m that the stress concentration coefficient of the coal body in the working face side of the roadway increases first and then decreases; the maximum stress concentration coefficient near the side of the roadway 5 m away from the cut hole can reach about 2.51, the maximum stress concentration...
coefficient near the roadway side 10 m away from the cut hole can reach about 2.53, and the maximum stress concentration coefficient near the roadway side 15 m away from the cut hole can reach about 2.4. It can be seen that the part affected by E1303 and E1302 working face goaf is mainly concentrated in the range of 20 m ahead of the roadway, and the maximum value of stress concentration coefficient near the roadway side will appear between 5 m and 15 m away from the cut hole.
Mainly affected by the goaf of E1303 working face, the stress distribution of auxiliary transportation roadway is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 3, the roadway on the right side is the cut hole, and the left side is the E1302 goaf. Figure 3(a) refers to the section of the cut hole at 5 m away from the E1302 auxiliary transport roadway; Figure 3(b) refers to the section of the cut hole at 115 m away from the E1302 auxiliary transport roadway (the middle of the cut hole); Figure 3(c) refers to the section of the cut hole at 5 m away from the E1302 intake roadway.

The following can be seen from Figure 3:

1. In the part near the goaf side of the E1303 working face, under the roof pressure of overlying strata on the goaf side of the E1303 working face and E1302 working face, the deformation of the cut hole is large. The maximum stress concentration factor is about 2.6, which mainly concentrates on the coal pillar between E1302 backfilling working face and goaf, as well as the upper strata of goaf.

2. With the distance from the goaf farther and farther, the influence of the goaf of E1303 working face goaf is less and less, and it is mainly affected by the goaf of E1302 working face.

3.1.2. Stress Distribution of the Auxiliary Transport Roadway before Mining in E1302 Paste Backfilling Working Face.

As the eastern section of E1302 auxiliary transport roadway is the goaf of E1303 working face and the south of E1302 working face, considering that it will be affected by the goaf, the E1302 auxiliary transportation roadway is divided into three parts: (1) the part affected by the goaf of E1303 working face and E1302 working face, (2) the part mainly affected by the goaf of E1303 working face, and (3) the part less affected by the goaf of E1303 working face. This section mainly analyzes the first two parts.

(1) Under the comprehensive influence of E1302 and E1303 working face goaf, the stress distribution of auxiliary transportation roadway is shown in Figure 4; the eight pictures in Figure 4 are the profile stress nephogram in the vertical direction of roadway every 5 m within the scope of 0 m–35 m from the cut hole, the right roadway in Figure 4 is E1302 auxiliary transport roadway, and the left is E1303 working face goaf.

Figure 5 shows the profile stress nephogram in the vertical direction of the auxiliary haulage roadway at intervals of 10 m from 160 m to 240 m from the cut hole. Among them, before 200 m, the left side of E1302 auxiliary transportation is the goaf of E1303 working face; after 200 m, the left side of E1302 auxiliary transport roadway is E1302 transport roadway, and 200 m is the end of E1303 working face goaf.

The following can be seen from Figure 5:

(1) In the range of 160 m–200 m away from the cut hole, the vertical stress in the coal body side of the transport roadway working face is relatively concentrated compared with the coal pillar side.
Figure 4: Vertical stress nephogram of auxiliary transport roadway: (a) 0 m, (b) 5 m, (c) 10 m, (d) 15 m, (e) 20 m, (f) 25 m, (g) 30 m, and (h) 35 m.
Figure 5: Vertical stress nephogram of auxiliary transport roadway: (a) 160 m, (b) 170 m, (c) 180 m, (d) 190 m, (e) 200 m, (f) 210 m, (g) 220 m, and (h) 230 m.
3.2. Stress Distribution in the Mining Process of E1302 Paste Backfilling Working Face. The previous section mainly analyzes the stress distribution of the E1302 backfilling working face before mining; this section analyzes the stress distribution of mining face and overburdens rock during the mining process of the E1302 backfilling working face. This paper mainly analyzes the stress distribution of overburden rock before cutting the first cutting coal, before cutting the second cutting coal, before backfilling, and after backfilling, and before cutting the next cutting coal in four stages (0 m from the cut hole, 100 m from the cut hole, 300 m from the cut hole, and after the completion of backfilling and mining).

3.2.1. Stress Distribution of E1302 Working Face in Initial Mining and Backfilling Stage. The initial mining stage of E1302 backfilling working face refers to the fact that after the completion of the excavation, the support equipment should be installed and the working face is about to be ready for mining; in this stage, the vertical stress distribution state of the working face in these four stages is analyzed before the working face advances the first knife, before the working face advances the second knife, before backfilling, and before the next coal cutting after backfilling, as shown in Figure 6 (Figure 6(a) refers to the top-down view, slicing along the roof of the working face, and Figure 6(b) refers to the cross section in the direction of I–I, which is made at 115 m away from E1302 auxiliary transport roadway. The meanings of (a) and (b) in Figures 7–9 are consistent with this).

The following can be seen from Figure 6:

(1) It can be seen from the top view (a) that the main factors affecting the E1302 backfilling working face are the coal pillar behind the working face and the coal pillar between the backfilling working face and E1303 working face. The stress concentration area mainly occurs in the coal pillar near the side of the E1302 auxiliary transport roadway between the goaf of the E1302 working face and the rear of the cut hole. The maximum stress concentration coefficient can reach 2.57 under the joint influence of the two goafs. In the four states of backfilling and mining cycle, the stress concentration in the process of coal mining has a slightly decreasing trend, and the stress concentration has a rising trend in a period of time after mining and in the backfilling process, which is mainly affected by the coal pillar in the initial mining stage.

(2) It can be seen from the main view (b) in the figure that the stress in the middle of the working face is mainly concentrated in front of and behind the working face, and the stress concentration coefficient in the reserved coal pillar behind the working face is slightly greater than that in the front of the working face, which is mainly affected by the goaf of E1302 working face. In the four states in a cycle of backfilling and mining, the stress concentration changes little in the process of coal mining, and the stress tends to increase after mining and backfilling.

(3) Comprehensive analysis shows that under the joint influence of E1302 and E1303 working faces and goaf, the stress of the coal pillar in this part is relatively concentrated, and the roadway left in this section needs to be strengthened support (it should be used when mining layered working face).

3.2.2. Stress Distribution of E1302 Backfilling Working Face 100 m away from the Cut Hole. In the initial mining stage, the working face is greatly affected by the goaf of E1302 working face in the south. This section mainly studies the stress distribution of the E1302 working face 100 m away from the cut hole. At this time, the E1302 working face is located in the middle of the E1302 cut hole and the E1303 working face’s final mining position. A complete filling mining cycle is taken at 100 points away from the cutting hole. In this stage, the vertical stress distribution state of the working face in these four stages is analyzed before the working face advances the first knife, before the working face advances the second knife, before backfilling, and before the next coal cutting after backfilling, as shown in Figure 7.

The following can be seen from Figure 7:

(1) It can be seen from the top view (a) in the figure that the stress concentration area is still the coal pillar section affected by the goafs on both sides, and it will also be affected by mining. The stress concentration coefficient is about 2 within the range of about 50 m in front of the working face (close to the side of E1303 goaf). The direction stress from E1302 auxiliary transport roadway to E1302 intake roadway gradually decreases, and the stress of backfilling body behind the working face increases gradually from the cutting hole to the working face. In this stage, the vertical stress distribution changes little in a cycle, the stress concentration factor near the working face is about 2, and the maximum stress concentration factor in the stress concentration area affected by multiple stresses can reach 3.

(2) From the main view (b), it can be seen that the stress in the coal body in front of the middle of the working face is relatively concentrated, which increases first and then decreases gradually along the advancing direction of the working face. The maximum stress concentration coefficient can reach 1.92 within the range of 10–15 from the working face. The stress in the backfilling body behind the working face is smaller than that in the coal body in front of the working face, and the stress increases gradually from...
Figure 6: Nephogram of stress distribution in the initial mining stage of E1302 working face under a backfilling mining cycle. (a) Vertical stress distribution before cutting the first coal. (b) Vertical stress distribution before cutting the second coal. (c) Vertical stress distribution before backfilling. (d) Vertical stress distribution before the next coal cutting after backfilling.
Figure 7: Continued.
the working face to the cut hole; the vertical stress distribution changes little in a cycle process.

(3) Comprehensive analysis shows that the stress change of the working face is small in a backfilling cycle when the working face is pushed to 100 m away from the cut hole. Therefore, the pressure near the working face is less affected by the mining and backfilling cycle.

3.2.3. Stress Distribution of E1302 Backfilling Working Face 100 m away from the Cut Hole. This section mainly studies the stress distribution of the working face 300 away from the cut hole and takes a full mining and backfilling cycle to study its stress distribution, so as to analyze the stress distribution law of the working face at this stage. At this time, the east, west, and north sides of the working face (in front of the working face) are solid coal, and behind the working face is the backfilling body, as shown in Figure 8.

The following can be seen from Figure 8:

(1) It can be seen from the top view (a) that the stress concentration areas are mainly distributed in the west side of E1302 auxiliary transport roadway (coal pillar side), the east side of E1302 intake roadway, and the coal pillar between E1302 goaf and E1302 cut hole. Among them, the stress near the coal pillar between E1302 goaf and E1302 cut hole is the most concentrated, especially in the side near E1303 goaf, the maximum stress concentration coefficient can reach about 3.1. The second is the coal pillar on the west side of E1302 auxiliary transport roadway, which is affected by mining on both sides at the same time, and E1302 auxiliary transport roadway needs to be preserved to serve the lower layer mining, which makes the stress distribution in the roadway side pillar more concentrated, and the stress concentration coefficient is about 2.25. The influence of goaf on the coal pillar in the east of the E1302 intake roadway is small, so the stress concentration area is small. According to the stress distribution analysis in the top view, the stress change of the working face is very small in the backfilling and mining cycle. Within the range of 40 m in front of the working face, the stress concentration coefficient is between 1.25 and 2.0. The backfilling body in the west behind the working face is affected by the goaf, and the stress is greater than that of the backfilling body in the east.

(2) According to the main view (b) in Figure 8, the coal mass in front of the middle part of the working face is still a stress concentration area, but the stress peak area changes and moves to the top of the working face roof.

3.2.4. Stress Distribution of E1302 Working Face after the Backfilling and Mining. This section mainly analyzes the vertical stress distribution of the backfilling area and surrounding stress after the completion of backfilling and mining, as shown in Figure 9.

The following can be seen from Figure 9:

(1) It can be seen from the top view (a) that after the completion of mining and backfilling, the backfilling body is affected by the goaf, and the stress concentration factor of the two areas is relatively concentrated, especially the coal pillar in the south of E1302 and the north of E1302 goaf, and the maximum stress concentration coefficient can reach 3.14. In the paste backfilling area, the stress increases gradually from the stoppage line side of the working face to the E1302 cut hole. In the area affected by E1303 goaf, the stress in the west area is higher than that in the east area. In the area less affected by E1303 goaf, the stress on both sides of the paste backfilling area is basically symmetrical.
Figure 8: Continued.
It can be seen from the main view (b) in Figure 9 that the internal stress in the paste backfilling area is higher than that on both sides before and after the working face, and the stress is generally lower than the original rock stress. The stress concentration area is mainly concentrated in the local scope of the coal pillar in the south of the E1302 cut hole and the stoppage line in the north of the working face.

4. Conclusion and Prospect

4.1. Conclusion. Aiming at the problems of low production capacity and high cost of paste backfilling in the coal mine, this paper takes the No. 3 Coal Seam in Lu’an area as the research object and studies the stress distribution law of high-efficiency paste backfilling working face in the thick coal seam above 6 m, so as to solve the problem of solid waste backfilling mining in thick coal seam represented by Lu’an, so as to improve the recovery rate of mine resources and extend the service life of the mine.

On the basis of the theoretical establishment of the instability criterion of roof rock beam failure with the change of backfilling body unit strength with time, a numerical calculation model considering the change process of backfilling body strength was established. The stress distribution law of E1302 working face before and during mining was analyzed, which played a guiding role in the actual production of the whole working face and roadway.

The recovery rate of resources is improved. It is preliminarily estimated that paste backfilling can make the recovery rate of No. 3 coal seam close to 80% and increase the recovery rate by nearly 40%.
More than 210 million tons of coal under buildings can be mined, effectively extending the service life of the mine and increasing employment opportunities.

4.2. Research Prospect. On the basis of theory and practice, this paper makes a preliminary study on the stress distribution law of high-efficiency paste backfilling working face in thick coal seam above 6 m from the perspective of numerical simulation. Although some understanding and experience have been obtained, there are still many problems to be further studied, mainly reflected in the following aspects:

(1) It is necessary to refine the model, consider the influence of the stability of the coal side and backfilling side of longwall mining, improve the numerical simulation model, and provide a more solid numerical simulation basis for the wide application of backfilling mining.

(2) The current numerical simulation research is only aimed at the conditions of Gaohe mine. The trend and direction of theoretical research and development of backfilling mining should be based on the specific situation of different production practices in the mining area, so as to reduce the difficulty of backfilling and mining technology, reduce the backfilling cost, improve the backfilling rate, control the surface subsidence, and promote the benign development of the mining area.
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